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ADVANCED AGILITY 

Student Notes - Week 4 

The Warm Up 

While it is true that many of the errors that dog-handler teams 

experience in training, and on course, are caused by handler 
error; dogs can also have good and bad days, runs where they 
come together, and runs where no matter what the handler does 
(or doesn’t do), the dog is simply determined to go in the wrong 
end of the tunnel. 

Some handlers take the dog straight from the crate or car to the 
first obstacle and then wonder why the dog was not focused, and it did not go as planned. Other handlers use 
their warm up time to sharpen their handling skills and their dog’s focus, to increase their chances of success.  A 
bit of preparation can be crucial to not only warming up the dog both physically and mentally, but also to being 
able to read the dog’s attitude on that day.  Do they need any special treatment?  Will the handler have to rein 
them in, or push them to harder? 

PHYSICAL WARM UP______________________________________________ 

Just like people, dogs need a chance to limber up before running, jumping, and navigating climbing obstacles like 
the teeter totter and a-frame. One really easy to warm your dog up and get their joints limber and their circulation 
going is to work on some of the simple tricks that you have been teaching at home.  Tricks like spin and turn, 
rolling over, lifting paws and weaving between legs are great ones.  Just ensure that you are mixing it up, and not 
just doing one trick over and over, as you want to work and warm up all the muscles, not just certain ones.  

How much warm up the dog will need can depend on the location and weather (more warm up needed for colder 
locations or colder days); the time of day (need more warm up early in the morning); where the dog is being 
housed (if they are in a crate they will need more warm up than if they are in a pen or the car – able to move 
around); the age of the dog (older dogs need more warm up); or special circumstances (dogs recovering from an 
injury or down time may need more warm up). 

MENTAL WARM UP______________________________________________ 

Mentally warming up your dog, and working pre-agility focus, can be just as important as a physical warm up. 
Dogs who are “focused” are more willing, attentive, and sharper on course.  Again, how to get a dog to that sharp 
and focused state will depend on the dog and the day. But there are a couple of universally useful warm ups. 

One of the most common and effective warm ups is to have the dog on or off leash, and walk with them adding 
lots of changes of directions to put them in an attentive and focused state.  While you move, be sure to keep your 
lead hand low and showing the path, so the dog knows which side you want them to be on, and the direction you 
want them to take.  Work on figure eights, switching lead hands and having the dog shift from one side to the 
other, with treats in both hands so every now and then, when the dog tries to catch up, they get rewarding treat. 

In every trial, handlers can be seen warming their dogs up by having them go back and forth over the warm up 
jumps. Unfortunately more errors are incurred by the going over the wrong obstacle than by going over the right 
one. So it can actually be just as important to work on your dog NOT going over a jump.  So mix up the jumping 
with an equal amount of going by the warm up jumps without doing them.  Make sure that you are giving the dog 
very clear signals about when they should be jumping and when they should not be jumping. 

Keep in mind that different dogs have different temperaments, and may need different amounts of warm up.  
Some people warm their dogs up so much that their dogs have lost all their enthusiasm before it is actually time 
to head out on course.  Other very high drive dogs need more warm up to settle enough to focus on course.  So 
document your warm up to keep track of what is works for your dog, and what doesn’t.  


